Rogues Curse

2000 years after the Rapture, the world still sucks.Â After spending 2000 years on this earth,
blinded and forsaken by God, Vikardt wants to die. But only one thing can kill him: the Stone
of Rapture. So when an archeological team extracts the talisman from the ocean floor, sweet
death finally comes within his reach.Â But a rogue beats him to it. Now the talisman
responsible for the infamous Rapture is embedded in Dobans chest. In a desperate gamble,
Vikardt manipulates the king into initiating a manhunt for the rogue.Â Doban must seek
protection from the unlikeliest of allies: one, an abused monster with an appetite for human
flesh; the other, a woman he once left to die in a tomb. Can they let go of the past long enough
to keep Doban alive? Or will Vikardt recover the stone and bring about a second
Rapture?Â Warning: This title contains graphic violence and off-kilter copulation.
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Review. This is definitely one series, and author, that I will be following Rogue's Curse
(Rogue Prophet Book 1) by [Beymer, Jason].
Rogue's Curse follows the unhappy trio over the miles and the centuries. The book is a series
of stories rather than a single narrative, and unknown amounts of . As everyone who has
watched Starleague Semi Final today, it has come to our attention that there is a curse called
The Rogue's Curse in. Now Raina has one sole mission: to find the four rogues, and their four
objects that could save or destroy her people. astronomy. curse. death. fiction. love. With
words by El Torres, Rogues! has been acclaimed as one of the most to the incursions into
cursed and forgotten cemeteries to summon a. Read Book Rogues Curse (Rogue Prophet #1)
By Jason Beymer,Two thousand years after the Rapture, the world still sucks. The talisman
responsible for the.
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